ERPIN is an RNA motif identification program that takes an RNA sequence alignment as an input and identifies related sequences using a profile-based dynamic programming algorithm. ERPIN differs from other RNA motif search programs in its ability to capture subtle biases in the training set and produce highly specific and sensitive searches, while keeping CPU requirements at a practical level. In its latest version, ERPIN also computes E-values, which tell biologists how likely they are to encounter a specific sequencematch by chance-ausefulindication of biological significance. We present here the ERPIN online search interface (http://tagc.univ-mrs.fr/erpin/). This web server automatically performs ERPIN searches for different RNA genes or motifs, using predefined training sets and search parameters. With a couple of clicks, users can analyze an entire bacterial genome or a genomic segment of up to 5Mb for the presence of tRNAs, 5S rRNAs, SRP RNA, C/D box snoRNAs, hammerhead motifs, miRNAs and other motifs. Search results are displayed with sequence, score, position, E-value and secondary structure graphics. An example of a complete genome scan is provided, as well as an evaluation of run times and specificity/sensitivity information for all available motifs.
INTRODUCTION
The last few years have seen a continuous stream of novel noncoding RNA (ncRNA) genes and motifs being reported. Known RNA functions now display a wonderful diversity, ranging from genetic data storage to sensing, transport, targeting and even regulation of essential events such as cell differentiation or cell death. These discoveries have led biologists to undertake a systematic scrutiny of genomic sequences for functional ncRNAs in the form of either independent genes or structural motifs in the untranslated part of transcripts. This effort is carried out in part using experimental RNA amplification strategies. However, with the growth of sequence databases and the development of specific algorithms for RNA structure detection, bioinformatics is now emerging as an inexpensive yet efficient alternative. What tools are now available for computational RNA motif identification? Standard sequence alignment programs are generally not suited to ncRNA searches, because ncRNA is largely characterized by long-range base pair interactions and not by its linear sequence. Bioinformatics has addressed this problem in several ways, notably through descriptor-based systems in which the topology of base-paired regions is specified by the user (1-3), stochastic context free grammars (SCFGs), which use a complete statistical model of RNA elements (4, 5) , and secondary structure profiles, which are position weight matrices describing stems and single strands in the RNA motif, as implemented in the ERPIN program (6) .
ERPIN takes an RNA sequence alignment and secondary structure annotation as input. From this 'training set', the program constructs a lod-score profile for each helix or single strand in the alignment, and dynamic programming is applied to identify significant occurrences of these profiles in any database sequence. ERPIN differs from descriptor-based RNA motif search programs in its ability to exploit the most subtle biases in helices or single strands, resulting in highly specific and sensitive searches. In addition, unlike other statistical approaches such as SCFG models (4, 5) , ERPIN handles pseudoknots and, more importantly, is able to perform very fast database scans and is thus more practical for genomic annotation purposes. These merits notwithstanding, developing a good RNA sequence alignment and finely tuning an ERPIN command line to achieve an accurate and efficient motif search remain an expert task. We thus felt that more biologists could benefit from the ERPIN program through a web interface, where all training sets and search parameters are predefined to ensure optimized search conditions. We present here the ERPIN web server, which enables biologists to scan DNA segments of up to 5 Mb for the presence of known RNA genes and motifs. There are currently more than 30 genes/motifs to search for, and this collection is quickly growing through a collaborative effort. This website is also the home of the ERPIN project, whence sources, tutorials, documentation and training sets can be retrieved.
RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ERPIN SOFTWARE
The current version of the ERPIN program is 4.0. Major revisions since version 1.0 have brought the following improvements.
Arbitrarily complex regions. ERPIN 1.0 was limited to RNA motifs containing an arrangement of one or two double helices (nested, consecutive or pseudoknotted). Larger motifs had to be defined using a combination of these basic elements, which turned out to be quite complicated when dealing with even mid-sized RNAs. Since version 2.0, ERPIN has been able to deal with regions of arbitrary length containing helices and single strands arranged in any order.
Multi-level search. Since searches involving multiple elements can quickly become prohibitive in terms of CPU time and memory usage, we implemented a multi-level search option. This allows the program to search motif parts in turn only after previous parts have been identified using a defined cutoff score.
E-values. Since version 3.9, ERPIN has also computed an Expect value (E-value). This statistical measure tells biologists how likely they are to encounter a specific sequence match by chance during their database search. An E-value of N for a hit of score S indicates that one should expect N hits of score S or above purely by chance. Of course, this value depends on the database size. E-values were first introduced into bioinformatics with the BLAST program (7), and they have been adopted since by all biologists in need of a convenient means of assessing the significance of a database hit. In ERPIN 4.0, E-values are computed based on a prior analysis of score distribution in the lod-score profiles. These computed E-values show a very good correlation with the actual numbers of hits obtained through simulations on random databases (A. Lambert, M. Legendre, J.-F. Fontaine and A. Gautheret, manuscript in preparation).
THE WEB SERVER
In spite of these improvements, conducting a database search using the standalone ERPIN program remains a challenging task. Not only is an accurate RNA sequence alignment required (which is usually best done by RNA structure specialists), but search parameters have to be finely tuned, too. A 'brute-force' approach that just tries to match an entire RNA in a single step will often cause CPU and memory usage to spin out of control. Therefore, stepwise strategies must be devised, which may be time consuming and complicated for non-experts. The ERPIN web server offers easy access to predefined motif searches. For each motif, the authors have developed and tested both the training sets and search parameters to achieve both fast database searches and satisfactory specificity/sensitivity ratios.
The current version of ERPIN running on the server is 4.03. Training sets and search parameters for each motif are stored in a MySQL database, accessed through a series of Perl and PHP scripts. Secondary structure graphics of solutions are produced by the NAVIEW program (8) , adapted by Zuker and Ridgeway and obtained from M. Zuker's website (http://www.bioinfo. rpi.edu/$zukerm/export/). The web server is currently a dual-CPU 1.3 MHz Intel Xeon server with 2 Gb RAM.
The ERPIN search form is shown in Figure 1 . Available RNA motifs or genes are shown in the left frame ( Figure 1A ). Selecting any gene or motif toggles the display of general information on this motif ( Figure 1C ), including training-set file, search parameters/command line, background information on the motif, training-set authors and available specificity information. Only one motif can be searched at a time. Once a motif is selected, users provide a database sequence to be scanned, either by copying it into the text field ( Figure 1B ) or by choosing a FASTA-formatted sequence file stored on their computer. Files containing multiple sequences are allowed as long as the total sequence size does not exceed 5 Mb. Finally, users may choose whether the search should be performed on the plus strand, minus strand or both ( Figure 1D ).
OUTPUT EXAMPLE
Predefined search parameters have been adjusted so that no run takes more than 3 min on a database the size of the Escherichia coli genome (both strands). Depending on server load, input sequence size and file transfer time, actual runtimes can vary between a few seconds and a few minutes. An example of a search result is shown in Figure 2 , obtained after selecting type-II tRNA as the search motif and uploading the Mycoplasma genitalium genome (623 kb). A search on both strands runs in 1.95 s and produces nine solutions. For each solution, the server displays the name of the FASTA sequence in which the solution was identified (Figure 2A) , the strand direction ( Figure 2B ), the position in the database sequence ( Figure 2C ), the score (Figure 2D) , the E-value ( Figure 2E ) and, of course, the matching sequence itself. Gaps in matching sequences are inserted by the ERPIN algorithm so that each sequence is aligned with the initial training-set sequences. When certain regions of the training set are not used in the search, these are shown using lowercase letters.
The score ( Figure 2D ) is that computed directly from the lod-score profile. It does not convey much to a non-expert, unless it is compared with the cutoff score provided in the 'statistics' section at the bottom of the output page. When stepwise searches are performed, a distinct cutoff score is used at each step. Cutoffs cannot be changed by users of the web interface. For most motifs, cutoffs are set at the default value, which is the score of the lowest scoring training-set sequence. In some cases, however, cutoffs are modified in order to modulate sensitivity/specificity ratios. Such cases are discussed in the motif documentation. As explained above, E-values ( Figure 2E ) are much more informative than raw scores for the assessment of ERPIN hits. They depend both on score and database size. In our screen shot (Figure 2 ), E-values range from 10 À17 to 10 À19 , which is highly significant.
The 'draw' and 'save' buttons near each sequencerespectively display and save to disk a secondary structure drawing of the RNA motifgenerated bytheNAVIEW program (8) . Base pairs in this drawing are based on the training set. Therefore, the structure is constant for a given RNA motif, and only the sequence varies. The type II tRNA training set used in this example has base pairs in the variable loop. This explains why the output structure ( Figure 2F ) has five stems instead of the usual four stems of tRNA. Although secondary structure displays are available for any motif, do not expect a consistent picture when no base-paired region is defined in the alignment (e.g. in polyadenylation sites) or when structures contain pseudoknots.
PERFORMANCE
At the time of submission, there were 22 genes and 12 shorter elements available for searching. For each of them, Table 1 provides a measure of search speed, specificity and sensitivity.
Search speed is given as the CPU time required for scanning 1 Mb of uniform random sequence on both strands. In all cases, searches run in less than a minute per megabase (and most often in <10 s). Such performance allows us to offer large-scale searches of up 5 Mb even on a relatively small server. For larger searches (e.g. animal/plant chromosomes), users should submit their database in several parts or download the ERPIN program and training set for a local execution, using the same command as given on the website. Note that some training sets may not be available for public download, at the authors' request. Specificity is usually expressed as the ratio TP/(TP + FP), where TP is the number of true positives and FP the number of false positives obtained during a search. This ratio varies with the search database, since it depends on the density of true sites in the database. Hence, it is common to use only a relative number of FPs (e.g. FPs per megabase) in a random sequence as a measure of specificity. Some motifs, however, are so specific that even a random sequence of 10 Gb or more would not be sufficient to find a single hit. Therefore, we use here the Evalue computed by the ERPIN program to estimate the number of FPs that would be obtained at cutoff score in a 100 Mb random sequence of uniform nucleotide composition (Table 1) .
Specificity ranges from excellent, with <10 À3 FPs per 100 Mb (5S rRNA, IRE or IRES) to relatively poor, with more than 10 2 FPs per 100 Mb (polyadenylation site, yeast C/D box snoRNA). Such variations are not surprising, as some RNA signatures are notoriously weaker than others. It is important, however, to emphasize that this only reflects FPs at cutoff score. This means that any solution with this score or better will be displayed, but most hits of biological significance are expected to come out with much higher scores, hence with much better E-values.
Sensitivity was computed using a 'leave one out' procedure, where each sequence is removed in turn from the training set and used as a search database with this reduced training set. The overall frequency and numbers of training set sequences captured are shown in Table 1 . It should be of no surprise that sensitivity is satisfactory in most cases (>80%), given that this criterion was considered in the design of a proper command line for each motif. The lowest sensitivity is observed for motifs such as some miRNAs or C/D box snoRNAs, which are known to display a high signal-to-noise ratio. To reduce noise to an acceptable level, we had to tighten score cutoffs for these motifs, at the expense of sensitivity.
LIMITATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Although many RNA motifs are characterized by a welldefined signature, others are known to be elusive, either because they are poorly structured or constrained by base pairing to another RNA (e.g. box H/ACA snoRNAs) or because they vary too much. Even a well-structured motif such as the miRNA precursor can hardly be represented by a general model, since both the base-pairing pattern and the position of the conserved miRNA sequence vary considerably. In such cases, a practical search strategy generally involves identifying subfamilies (e.g. let-7 miRNAs) and constructing a model/alignment for each of them. Since the process of RNA Percentage of training-set sequences captured (number of captured training-set sequences/number of training-set sequences) using a 'leave one out' procedure (see text).
sequence/structure alignment is still better carried out manually, the addition of a whole class of RNA such as miRNA or snRNA is a serious endeavor. Another limitation that is common to all RNA search programs is the difficult distinction between some pseudogenes or genomic repeats and evolutionarily related RNA genes, especially when divergence occurred recently. Finally, the current version of ERPIN does not handle insertions of arbitrary length at specific positions. This option, which is one of our development priorities, will enable the modeling of introns in genomic sequences. These caveats aside, the majority of known ncRNA genes or functional elements can be classified into subfamilies with specific and sensitive signatures that can be efficiently represented by lod-score profiles. Through a collaborative effort the ERPIN web server should soon cover the majority of these RNA motifs.
